
   
 

        
Sermon Series:  In the Upper Room 
Sermon Text:   John 14:7-14 
Sermon Title:   The Son Reveals the Father 
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I.  THE PLEA FOR AN EXPLICIT IDENTITY   7 -8 
  A. THE REGRETFUL CONTENTION     7A     
Impact of this statement seen from vv. 4 –6.  In spite of his clear explanation, they still did not grasp the richer, fuller implications of 

his claims.  Such would have truly revealed his as well as his Father’s identity  

  B. THE REPEATED CONFESSION   7B 

From now on = from the time of his teaching in v. 6 and its reinforcement in vv. 9-14 

  C. THE RELENTLESS CONFUSION    8 
Philip: of 1:43-46, leads brother to Christ; of 6:5-7, limits Christ’s work to rational comprehension; of 12:20-22, unable to solve 

dilemma of Greeks seeking Christ and unable to reconcile Mt 10:5-8; 15:24 with 8:5-13; Jn 10:16.  Thus, a man bound by natural 

limitations seeking physical, practical confirmations of theological, spiritual matters.  However, God is spirit, invisible, Ex 24:9-11; Dt 

5:4 cf.  Dt 4:12, 15-18; Ex 33:20; etc. 

II. THE PROOF OF THE ETERNAL UNITY   9-11 
  A. THE DIFFICULTY IS CLEARED   9 
An Astounding Situation– you have not grasped the implications of my teaching on the “I AMs”; you have not gained insight from my 

testimony, Jn 5:31-46; you have not granted me reverence from my claim in 10:30; you have not grounded your perception of me in 

the overall rubric, 1:1, 14, 18; in summary, you have not grown in the grace and knowledge….2 Pe 3:18.  Genuine saving faith is 

confirmed by diligence in gaining a deeper knowledge of Christ.  Philip syndrome  affecting church 
A Definitive Explanation– he who has seen me ...  An Incredible Proposition– how can you say…? 

  B. THE DEMONSTRATION  IS CONFIRMED  10 
By the Ontological Relationship– an interpenetrating unity of essence; different persons but equal participation in the divine 

attributes, cf. Jn 5:18; 10:30, 33; 19:7; etc.  By the Economic Relationship– voluntary agreement between F and S for the Son to be 
incarnate, obtain atonement for those that the Father had given him in eternity past. Shown here in unity of word, 12:49; 14:24; 17:8, 

and works, 5:19, 36; 10:37-38. Opera ad extra Trinitatis sunt indivisa   

  C. THE DUTY IS COMMANDED   11 
Believe his word and if not, his works.  Latter = nonverbal proof of his relationship with the Father and of his Messiahship.  A gracious 

condescension to strengthen their faith 

III. THE PROMISE OF AN EMPOWERED CONTINUITY 12-14 
  A. ITS CONFIDENT FRUITFULNESS   12A, B 
A solemn promise of the means and measure of this fruitfulness– rooted in faith and results in greater measure.  This is the 
entrance of the Gentiles into the church, kingdom by the(ir) preaching of the gospel as signaled in 12:23-28, 32-33 

  B. ITS CONTROLLING FACTOR    12C  
This is the theological hinge of their power, see 16:7.  The HS will bring greater clarity to the words and works of Christ and will 

empower them and other believers to  proclaim the gospel throughout creation.  This began at Pentecost.   

  C. ITS CONDITIONAL FEATURE   13-14 
Prayer.  Its Authority– in my Name.  Its Agreement– in my Name denotes in accordance with God’s will, 1 Jn 5:14.  Its Assurance– I will 
do it.  Its Apex– Father glorified in the Son.  Our chief lifelong purpose as disciples= WSC #1 
  

  

 
  

  

  

  

  


